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Let k be Z[+], Q or IR. and set A = k[x, y]/(x*+ y2- I). We compute K*(A) and K,(A). Our 
method is to construct a map (p : K.(k(i])+K. + l(A) and compare this to a localization sequence. 
We give three applications. We show that c? accounts for the primitive elements in Kz(A), and 
compare our results to computations of Bloch [I] for group schemes. Secondly, we consider the 
problem of basepoint independence, and indicate the interplay of geometry upon the K-theory of 
affine schemes obtained by glueing points of Spec(A). Third, we can iterate the construction to 
compute the K-theory of the torus ring A&A. 
Introduction 
Let k be a field of characteristic # 2 and set A = k[x,y]/(x2+y2- 1). the 
coordinate ring of the ‘circle scheme’. Roberts [15] has computed K,(A) up to 
extension, in terms of the K-theory of k and k[i]. The purpose of this paper is 
primarily to solve this extension problem in terms of a map rp :K,(k[i])dK, + t(A). 
The construction we use generalizes to the following situation: k is a regular 
ring containing 6, c, and d-‘, d= 4c- b’. The ring A is replaced by 
k[x,y]/(x2+bxy+cy2-d), and k[i] is replaced by f=k[cr], a2+ba+c=0. In 
Section 0 we give the necessary ring-theoretic background for this generalization 
and show that Spec(A) is a commutative group scheme over k. 
In Section 1 we construct q~ and give its main properties. We obtain the general 
result when k, I are fields: K2(A) =K,(k)@&l*)@E, where E is an elementary 2- 
group. In Section 2 we give examples and computations. In particular, we compute 
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the (lower) K-groups of the torus scheme. 
In Section 3 we describe the primitive elements of K,(A). When k. I are fields, 
rp(f*) is the subgroup of primitive elements of K#). 
In Section 4 we apply the computations of Section 2 to analyze the manner in 
which the kernel of p* : K,A+K,k varies with the choice of a section p : A-k. For 
the circle scheme over R, this ker(p*) is the same for points of S’ differing by a root 
of unity, but different if they differ by a transcendental element of S’ CC. 
If Y is an affine scheme obtained from Spec(A) by glueing k-rational points 
PI, .** 9 pI together, the K-theory of Y depends upon the way ker@:) varies with i. We 
illustrate this dependence for k = IR in the two cases I= R x R (A = R[f, t-l]) and I= Q) 
(A = A[x,y]/(x*+y*- 1)). In the latter case, glueing y= rtl gives a figure eight: 
Y(lR)=S’VS’. The topological maps x0( Y)-+Ka(S’vS’) = (Z/2)?, SKl( Y)+ 
[S’ vS’, SO] = (Z/2)* are split epis, whose kernels are uncountable Q-vector spaces. 
0. Preliminaries 
In this section we set up the ring-theoretic background we will need. 
Standing Assumption. k is a regular, commutative (noetherian) ring, and I : k-i is 
an &ale map of commutative rings with I free of rank 2 over k. 
Remark. If we merely assume that I is free of rank 2 over k with basis {u, u}, write 
1 =alu+blo, u2=a2u+b2v, uu=a3u+b3u, and substitute into u=(~~u~+b’uu, we 
obtain 1 =~,a*+ bla3. That is, the vector (a,, 6,) is unimodular, and 1 is part of 
some basis of I over k. If we take OIE I such that (1,a) is a basis of I over k, then 
/=k[cr]=k[t]/(_f), where (r is the image oft in Iandf(t)= t?+bt+c=(t-a)(t-0). 
Let d = 4c - bz = -(a - a)*. Then the following are equivalent: 
(a) d is a unit of k, 
(b) I is smooth over k, 
(c) I is unramified over k, 
(d) I is &ale over k. 
Write F(T,,, T’) = Ti+ bToTl + CT: with b and c as above, and set 
A = k[x, yl/(F(x, v) - d). 
Note that F(b, -2) = d, so that there is a section eo: A+ k defined by eO(x) = b, 
co(y) = -2. Here are some examples. 
Examples 0.1. (a) The generic example is the case ko=Z[b,c,(4c-b’)-‘I, f(t)= 
t*+bt+c. There is always a map kodk inducing A,+A, lo-/. 
(b) The ‘circle scheme’ arises if k is a regular ring containing + andf(t)= t*+ 1 
(d=4). For then l=k[i], 
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A =k[X, Y]/(X’+ Y'- l), 
E(X) = 1, E( Y) = 0, 
where X= -y/2, Y=x/2. 
(c) When k is regular of characteristic 2, take f(t) = tZ+ t+ c. We have A = 
k[x, y]/(x2 +xy + cy2 + I), E(X) = 1 and s(y) = 0. This is the general case if 2 = 0: if f is 
presented with b # 1, dividing a, t and x by b putsf, F and A in the described form. 
Observation. The ring A depends only on k and f, not on the form Fused to define 
it. For if we present f= k[a’] we have a = aoa’+ a ,, a0 a unit in k, al E k. The resulting 
ring is 
A’= k[x’, y’]/(f-(aox’+ a,~‘, y’) -d). 
The linear change of variables x = aox’ + a, y’. y = y’ gives the isomorphism of A’ with 
A. 
Our study of the K-theory of A will be based on the following geometrical 
interpretation. The equation F( To, T,) = 0 defines a closed immersion 
j: Spec(l)+Pi. 
The complement is Spec(B), where 
B = (degree 0 part of k[ To, T,JF) s k[ Ta, TOT,, T:]/(F( To, T,) - 1) 
zk(X, Y,Z)/(X+bY+cZ-l,XZ- Y2) 
zk[Y,Z]/(Y’+bYZ+cZ2-Z) 
=k[x,y]/(x’+bxy+cy2-d)=A, 
for x= dY+ b, y=dZ- 2. Under the isomorphism (degree 0 part of k[To, TIM= 
k[Y,Z]/(Y2+bYZ+cZ2-Z) we have Y= ToT,/Fand Z= T:/F. 
We now consider extension of scalars from k to 1. All tensor products will be over 
k. First of all, f@f = /[t]/(J) = f[t]/(f - a)(t - @) s f x f, where the last isomorphism is 
given by t = a, t= d respectively. We have Spec(l) C IP: >Spec(A). This extends to 
Spec(l x /) c iPf > Spec(A Of). where the closed subscheme Spec(f x I) is again given 
by O=T~+bToT,+cT~=(To-aT,)(To-67,). Since a-d is a unit of f, we can 
introduce So= To-aT,, S, = To- 67, as a new set of homogeneous co-ordinates for 
IP~. Let u = Se/S,. The complement of Spec(f x I) in lP/ is then Spec(f[u, u-r]), so 
A@f=f[u,u-‘1. One can check that u=(a-tE)-‘(x-cry) and u-l= 
(a-a)-‘(x-&y). 
Let o be the k-algebra automorphism of f defined by a(a) = d. This induces auto- 
morphisms of A @I, f[To, T,], and IP: = [Pi x Spec(f) which will also be denoted 0. 
The fixed rings of o are k, A, k[To, T,] respectively. Since o(So) = S, and a@,) = Se 
we have b(u) = u-r, and the two copies of Spec(f) C IP: given respectively by S,-, = 0. 
St = 0 are interchanged by o. We have a commutative diagram 
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Spec(l) i ’ p: - Spec(A) 
We note that A is regular since Spec(A) is an open subscheme of ipi. The ring I is 
regular by [4, IV (6.5.2)(ii)], using the definition of smooth in [4, IV (6.8.1)]. 
0.3. We now describe the sections (augmentations) E: A-k. First we show that 
sections are in l-l correspondence with the units ,D of I satisfying a(p) =,u-‘. To a 
given section E : A -+k, we associate the element ,u = (E@/)(U) of 1, where 
~@l:A@l=l[u,u-‘]+f. Note that p is a unit and that ~(LI)=~(E@!)(u)= 
(E@I)(~(u))=(E@I)(u-‘)=p-‘. Conversely, given such a unit p of I, we consider 
the I-algebra homomorphism 6:A@i=f[u,u-‘1-l defined by 6(u)=p. Since 
o(p) =p-‘, 6 induces a map of o-invariant rings E :A =(A@1)6-*/d= k for which 
sOI= 6. The construction of E from p completes the correspondence. 
The standard section e. corresponds to the unit 1. To the unit - 1 corresponds the 
section defined by XM - 6, y-2. These are the only two generic sections, since &l 
are the only units of lo satisfying a(p) =p(- ‘. To see this, note that ko= 
Z[b,c,(4c-b2)-‘I, Io=Z[b+2a,(b+2a)-‘,a], and o(b+2a)=-(b+Za). 
Now let 6.r~ :A+k be any two sections, corresponding to the units ,u, v of f, 
respectively. Consider the I-algebra automorphism T of I[u, U-‘1 defined by 
T(U) = (L-‘v)u. Note that ro= or, so that r induces a k-algebra automorphism of the 
fixed subring A = (f[u, U-‘])O. Since &@I= (6@f)r, we also have E= 6r. Thus the two 
augmentations of A differ only by a k-algebra automorphism r of A. 
The automorphism r of A is in fact a linear change of variables. To see this, set 
x’=r(x), y’=r(y). Then x’-ay’=(a-d)r(u)=(a-d)(~c-lv)u=(p-’v)(x-ay). 
Note that p-Iv= [(S@I)u]-‘[(sO[)u] =d-‘[6(x) - &J(~)][E(x) -are(y)]. If we write 
out the matrices of E(X) -a&(y), d(x) -&T(y) relative to the basis (1, -a) of A @I, 
we obtain the desired linear relation: 
0.4. We conclude this section by showing that A is a (cocommutative) Hopf algebra 
over k, or equivalently, that Spec(A) is a commutative group scheme over Spec(k). 
Now I[u,u-‘]=A@I is a Hopf algebra over I with counit u-l, coproduct 
d(u) = U@U, and antipode S(U) =u- ‘. It follows from 1181 that this structure is 
induced by a Hopf algebra structure on A by base change. 
In this case, the counit on A is our assumed E, while the coproduct and antipode 
are given by: 
dA(x) = E(X + &)x0x - c&(x)y@y + ce(y)(x@y +&3x), 
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dLl(y)=-&(y)x@x+&(bx+cy)y@y+&(x)(x@y+y@x), 
dS(x) = &(X2-- cy2)x + &(bx2+ 2cxy)y, 
dS(y) = &(2xY + by2)x - &(X2 - cy2)y. 
Remark. Suppose d= 1. (If d is a square in k, replacef(t) =F(f, 1) by F(f,d-i), a by 
dfcz to obtain d = 1.) We can then choose E(X) = 1, e(y) =O. This has been done in 
Examples 0.1 (b) and (c). The group scheme Spec(A) is then given by 
d(x)=x@x-cy@y, d(Y) =yox+xoy + bY@Y, 
S(x)=x+by S(Y) = -Y. 
1. K*(A) 
The purpose of this section is to establish the basic properties of the map 
v, : K, _ ,(I)-+K,(A). The definition of (p is due to D. Grayson. 
We must first discuss the exact sequence of localization. The discussion in 0.3 
shows that there is no loss of generality in using only the standard section co: A -+k. 
We will do this, dropping the subscript 0 for convenience of notation. Thus we now 
have @@I)(U)= 1. Let R,(A) denote the kernel of E*:K,(A)-*K#), so that 
K,(A) = K,,(k)@R,,(A). The exact sequence of localization is 
**. K,+,(A) 2 K,(I) A K,(lP:)-+--+Ko(A)+O. 
Now K,(lP:) =K,(k)[o] @K,(k)[o,], where o is the structure sheaf of IP: and oP is the 
structure sheaf of the closed subscheme Spec(k) C ip: induced by E. There is an exact 
sequence 
O+o(-l)-+O+op+O, 
so in Ko(lP:) we have [oP] = [o] - [o(- l)]. Furthermore, o(- 1) restricted to Spec(A) is 
ker(.s), so ker(e) is an invertible ideal of Spec(_4) satisfying (ker(.s))2 =A. Also oP 
restricts to a,(l) = q, which in K,(A) equals 1 - [ker(c)]. As in [15] the mapj, factors 
as 
K,(f) L. K,(k) JQ-J+ K,( IPi). 
The projection formula for xeK,(A) gives 
x*~=x*&*(l)=&*(&*(X)~ l)=&*&*(X). 
In particular, for XE K,(k) c K,(A) we have x. q = E+(X). Finally, we have E*&,(X) = 
e*(x). c*(q) = s*(x). 0 = 0 for xc K,(k), so e* maps K,(k) into R,(A). In summary: 
Theorem 1.1. There is a long exact sequence 
. ..K.(f)~ K,(k) A &(A)---e- K,,_,(f)‘- K,_,(k).-.. 
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This sequence is in [15], but the homomorphism K,(k)-+K,(A) there was not 
explicitly identified as E.. 
Corollary 1.2. We have exact sequences 
O-+K,(k)/A *K,(I) -% K,(A)+Ker(K,_ t(Z) 2 K,_ ,(k))+O. 
In particular, KO(A)=KO(k)@(KOk/l.KOI)~~, where q=eI(l). 
The structure of K,,(A) as a Kc(k)-algebra is given by Corollary 1.2 and the 
relation q*= 0. This can be seen as follows: as a K&)-algebra, K@:> = 
K0(k)[X]/(X2), where X= [o] - [o(- l)]. The restriction homomorphism K&P:)+ 
K,,(A) is a K&)-algebra surjection, and X restricts to q. Explicitly, this says that 
L.Ko(l) is an ideal of KO(k) - this may be seen directly from the projection formula 
- and that the ring structure on KO(A) is 
(a+&)(c+&)=ac+(ad+bc)~. 
Here a, b, c, de K,(k) and the - denotes the class of an element in the K&)-module 
K&)/A A,(Z). 
Remark. The exact sequences in Theorem 1.1 and Corollary 1.2 are natural in Zc, 
i.e., for each regular k-algebra k’ there is a chain map from the sequences for k, I, A, 
etc. to the sequences for k’, IOk’, AOk’, etc. To see this, note that by Lemma 1.3 
below the following diagram commutes: 
K,(I) A K,(k) IO,] K,(IP:) - K.(A) 
I I I I 
K,(IO k’) --% K&k’) robl K&f) - K,(AQk’). 
Thus the argument of [13, Remark 3.4, p. 1281 applies: the map @ k’ induces a map 
of fibrations, hence a map of the resultant long exact homotopy sequences. 
Lemma 1.3. In the diagram 
f A-B 
suppose that B has a finite resolution by finitely generated projective A-modules, 
and that B and C are Tor-independent over A, i.e., To&B, C) = 0 for i>O. Then 
g*f, =cfOC).(BOg)*: K,(B)-‘K,(C). 
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Proof. This is essentially Proposition 2.11 on p. 127 of [13]: if P. is an A-projective 
resolution of B, then P. @C is an exact C-projective resolution of B@ C, so cf@ C), 
exists. If L denotes the finite homological dimension A-modules which are Tor- 
independent from C, then f* maps P(B) into L, and ‘@C’ : L-H(C) is exact, so 
g*f. is induced by ‘OA C’ : P(B)+H(C). This map factors as P(B)-P(B@C)+ 
H(C), which induces the map CfOC),(B@g)* on K-theory. 0 
Our intention is to solve the extension problem posed by Corollary 1.2. Loday 
[lo] has defined a product K,(R) XKi(R)+Ki+i(Z?) for any commutative ring R. 
This product will be written either in symbol notation { , } or simply by a dot. We 
define a homomorphism 
cp :K, - ,UPK.(A) 
by (p(c) = n!(c, u}, where At : K,(A @/)-K,(A) is the transfer. (c is in the subgroup 
K, - ,(4 of K, _ ,(A@[).) 
The map cp is natural in k. To see this, consider a map p : k-k’ and an element 
CE K, _ ,(f). By abuse, we will also use p to denote the maps I-l@k’, A +A Ok’, 
andA@I+A@@k’. By Lemma 1.3, with B=A@Iand C=A@k’, we have: 
~**cp(r)=~**I:‘{r,u}=(lAOk’)*{~*(r),u}=~(~*(r)). 
Corollary 1.4. &*a,=O, so the image of 9 lies in l?,(A). 
Proof. We have a diagram 
& I ! &@I 
A 
k- I. 
From the above lemma we obtain E*&~)=E*~<{[,u} =A&@!)*{<,u). Now 
A@/= I[u,u-‘1 and (E@/)(U)= 1, while [E K,(I). By naturality of the product 
[lo, Theorem 2.1.111, 
(E@l)*{~,u}={~,(&@~)*U}={~,1)=0. cl 
Proposition 1.5. The composition LJyl: K,,(I)+K,,(I) is c- <- [, where c= o(C). 
Proof. We use (0.2) to compare the two localization exact sequences via the transfer 
map: 
&+&PI’) - Kt+,W,u-‘I) ---% K,Uo) x K,(L) 
K n+ ,!p:) - K,+,(A) a Kn(b. 
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If we examine the proof of the Fundamental Theorem [6, p. 2361, we see that for 
CEK,(I) we have a’{&u}=(&?) and similarly a’{[,u-I)=(?,{). This gives 
a’{C,;u) =(C, -0. F ina y. we haveQ(l;)=kI!(~,u}=(l,a)([,-C)=c-1. q 11 
We now note that the projection formula holds for Loday’s product [IO], applied 
to 1“t:.4-+A@1. 
Proposition 1.6. Let i: A+ B be a ring map, such that B is a finitely generated 
projective A-module. Then the projection formula holds for Loday’s product, that 
is: ifxE&(A), ~EK,,_JB), thenx-i,y=i,(i*x-y) in K,(A). 
Proof. This is Theorem 4.1 on p. 202 of [2]. 0 
We now calculate Kc, and K, of the generic rings kc and I,. This will be used in 
proving Theorem 1.9, as well as in Section 2. Recall that kc= h[b, c, (4c- 6*)-l], and 
10= ke[a] = Z[b + 2cz, (b + 2a)- I, a]. We have Kc(kc) = KO(lO) = Z, because ke and /c 
are localizations of regular rings whose K0 is Z. Also, SK,(I,-,)=O and K,(@= 
(h/2Z)@h on units +_l, b+2a. To compute K,(k,), we use the localization exact 
sequence, whose relevant portion is 
K*wo[+l) -5 K,(ko/(2)) A K1 (ko) - Kl(ko[+l). 
Since k,/(2) = F2[b, b-l, c] and k,[+] = Z[+, b,d,d-‘1, we have K,(ko/(2)) = {b”} and 
K,(ko[+]) = { +d”2”}. The following diagram shows that z,(b) = [:I: 
&------ ko/(2) - o 
c & A 
O-kim 6 - k,/(2) - 0. 
Since K2(Z[+]) = K*(Z), K2(ko[+]) is generated by the symbols { - 1, l}, { - 1, d}, and 
(2, d}. Using the fact that 8 is the tame symbol for the prime (2) of k. (this will be 
shown in Lemma 1.8 below), we have a(-1,-l)=a(-l,d}=O and 8{2,d}=d-‘= 
bm2 (mod 2). This establishes: 
Lemma 1.7. The units of k. are { +d”}, while the unique nonzero element of 
SKI(ko) is [i] =x,(b). The units of lo are { t(b+2a)“) and SKI(lo) =O. 
There remains only the claim about 13. This holds in a more general setting than 
we need at the moment. 
Lemma 1.8. Let R be a regular domain, (f) a principal prime ideal such that R/f is 
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regular. Then the boundary map a: K,(RLf-‘I)-K,(R/f) in the localization 
sequence is the tame symbol, in the following sense: if g, h are units in Rlf- l], then 
a{g,h) =(_l)v(g)v(h)gv(h)/hv(g) , where v is the (f)-adic valuation. 
Proof. It is an elementary exercise in commutative algebra that the units of Rlf-‘1 
have the form g= uf “, u a unit of R. By additivity, it is enough to show that the 
formula holds for {u,f) and {f,f ). The element a{g, h} is described in Proposition 
7.7 of [7]. By (7.8), (7.11) of [7] we have a{u,f) = [R/‘u] =u and a{f,f} = 
[R/f, -I]= -1. 0 
Remark. The proof actually proves the following more general proposition. Let R 
be an integral domain with cf) a principal prime ideal. Then the boundary map 
13 : K,(Rlf-‘])-+K,(H,-) in the localization sequence of [6] is the tame symbol on 
Steinberg symbols {g,h}, composed with the natural map K,(R/f)-,K,(HJ. 
Regularity of R and R/f allows us to identify K,(R/f) and K,(H,). 
We have applied Lemma 1.8 with R =k,, f =2. In this case K,(Rlf-‘1) is 
generated by Steinberg symbols, so ~3 is completely described. We postpone the 
computation of Kz and K3 of k,, f0 to Section 2, where we need them. 
We now return to the discussion of Q. 
Theorem 1.9. The element p(l)=l!(u) (1 EK,,(/)) lies in SK,(A) and equals 
[{][E[$)]-‘=x.n, wherexiseither-1 or-d. If2=Othenv(l)=O. IfZisaunitofk 
or ifSK,(k)=O, then cp(l)=(-l).q=(-d).r;l. 
Proof. Relative to the basis (1, -a) of A @I we have 
u=(x-w)dx--a_W1= [(y” ~~byj)][(:jx:) ~(~$$)]-‘. 
(For the first equality, recall that u is normalized so that (@I)(u) = 1.) It follows 
that the ‘norm’ of u in K,(A) is 
cp(l)=A?(u)= [;]-‘[;;;;I= [;][:;;;I-’ 
since x2 = d (mod y). By Proposition 1 S, 8&l) = 1 - 1 = 0, so for some x E K,(k) we 
must have p( 1) = E&) =x . r,-. 
To compute x, note that (by the discussion in 0.3) there is a map ke+k inducing 
A 0 +A and inducing our section E by base change, where k,, = E[b, c, (4c - bz)-‘1. This 
means that x E K,(k,), and is determined up to A*K,(I,). 
By Lemma 1.7, K,(I,)= { _+(b+2a)“} and K,(ko)= { +d”}@SK,(ke), the only 
nonzero element of SK,&) being x,(b). Now I.(b+2a) =d+ n,(b), 1,(d)=d2, 
and A,(-l)=+l. Therefore K,(k,)/~.K,(I,)=(Z/2B)O(E/2Z), and x can be 
chosen from the set of representatives { + 1, +d}. On the other hand, the map k0 + lR 
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giving the circle scheme (i.e., b=O, c= 1) takes ~(1) to [Y,]= [;I. By [12, p. 1291 this 
is a nontrivial element of K,(A@R), while d. q is mapped to 4. q = 1 * q=O. This 
means that x is either -1 or -d. 
Finally, we note that if 2 =0 we have d= b’=A.(b) and (- 1). q = 1 . q=O SO 
cp(l)=O. If +~k then d=A.(b+2a) so (-d).q=(-1)-q. If SK,(k)=0 then n,(b) 
mapstoOinK,(k)soA.(b+2a)=dandagain(-d).q=(-1)-q. Wehavenotbeen 
able to decide if x = - 1 or x = -d. The observation that if SK t(k) = 0 then (-d) * q = 
(- 1) - q shows that the question of whether x is - 1 or -d is a subtle one, because we 
can’t test by mapping to a simple known examole. q 
Theorem 1.10. Thefollowing diagram commutes, with the bottom row (but not the 
top row) exact: 
K,(I) -5 K,(k) i. KM 
A K,,(k). 
Proof. Exactness of the bottom row is Theorem 1.1. The left loop commutes by the 
projection formula, and the right loop commutes by Proposition 1.5. Finally, if 
<E K,,(k), the projection formula yields cpi.*(<) =At{A*(<), u} = < - A!(u), which is 
{[,x}q by Theorem 1.9. 0 
Remark. One consequence is that A*A.K,(f) = {c+ [I c~ K,,/} is contained in the 
kernel of 0. We will see in the next section that it is sometimes (but not always) the 
kernel for n = 1. When k, I are fields, Theorems 1.9 and 1.11 show that 
IJI: Ko//A*A.KO(I)+K,(,4) is injective if and only if -1 is not a norm in k*. 
If k is a field but f(t) factors, then I=kxk and A =k[t,z-‘1. In this case 
(p: K,(I)/A*L.K,(I)=K,(k)+R,+,(A) is an isomorphism (as may be seen from 
Proposition 1.5). 
Theorem 1.11. If k, I are fields, then: 
G(A)= (Qrl), RI(A) = SK ,(A) = k*/Norm(l*) - q, 
and 
&(A) = vU*)OE* II, Norm(l*) C ker(p) G k*, 
and Ea Kz(k)/(A,K,I+ {k*, -1)) is an elementary 2-group. 
Proof. The formulas for J?e, J?, follow from Corollary 1.2. By Hilbert’s Theorem 
90, the map 8rp : I* -+Ker(Norm : I* -+k*) is onto. Thus I?#) is generated by cp(/*) 
and K,(k)/A.K,(I). q. Hilbert’s Theorem 90 also implies that 8rp has kernel k*, SO 
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by Theorem 1.10 we have &/*)flK,(k)/A.K,(I). q=(o(k*)= {~,k*} = {-l,k*}. 
Since Kz(k)/A.K,(I). rl is an elementary a-group, it splits as { - 1, k*) @E for some 
E. Thus E&l) is generated by v(/*) and E, where cp(l*) 0 E = { - 1, k*} 17 E = 0. This 
gives the desired direct sum decomposition of R,(A). The inclusion Norm(f*) c ker rp 
follows from Theorem 1 .lO, and ker cp r; ker 139 = k*. q 
Remark. The computation of SK,(A) was already given in [15], at least for the 
circle scheme (Example 0.1(b)). We will give an example in which E#O in Section 2. 
Remark 1.12. In general, consider the following conditions: 
(H90,)‘: Every <eK,_,(f) with A..(r)=0 
has the form c- [ for some c E K, _ ,(I). 
(H90,)“: I*K”-,(k)={rEK,-,(f)Ir=r>. 
If (H90,)’ holds, the proof of Theorem 1.11 gives R,(A) = Im p,OEq, where E is 
an elementary 2-group. If (H90,)” also holds, then in fact E is isomorphic to 
K,(k)/(l.K,(/) +x. K,_,(k)). We will use this remark in Section 2. 
2. Examples 
In this section we provide examples with k= I?, Q, Q(t) to show that Theorem 
1.11 is the best possible. We then analyse the generic cases, and end by computing 
the K-theory of the torus. 
We first analyze the circle scheme over IR, i.e. A = R[X, Y]/(X*+ Y2- 1). To do 
this, recall that K2C is a Q-vector space, and that the action of complex conjugation 
has two eigenvalues, + 1. This induces a decomposition: K2C =K:(c)@K,(C). 
Moreover [16], A*:K*R+K,‘(C) is onto with kernel Z/2, and is split by A,/Z. Thus 
the (H90s)conditions both hold. 
The sequence of Corollary 1.2 for n = 2 becomes 
O+h/2 A 17*(A) -L s’ +o. 
The following result shows that this sequence does not split, answering a question of 
Roberts [15]. 
Theorem 2.1. The map cp induces isomorphisms &,(A)=SK,(A)=Z/2, K,(A) = 
K2(lR)@S’, and K3(A) =K3(~)0K;(a=)O(K3(~)/~+K,Q=)tl. The element cp(- 1) = 
{ - 1, - 1)~ = (- l)[ :] of K,(A) is nonzero. (This answers the question raised in [12, 
p. 1291.) 
Proof. We apply Theorem 1 .ll. For K2 we have E=O, and Norm@?) = IR:, G 
ker(p). By Proposition 1.5, 8rp : C*/ll?~o = S’ -t ker(Norm : C* -+ II?*) = S’ is multipli- 
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cation by 2. (IR:, is the multiplicative group of positive real numbers.) By Theorem 
1.10, v(- 1) = { - 1, - 1) . q, and this is nonzero because it is the generator of the copy 
of B/2 in the above sequence from Corollary 1.2. This completes the analysis for 
K2. 
To compute R,(A), we note that a~ is the projection of K2(C) onto K;(C), 
followed by multiplication by 2. But Kc(C) =A*A.Kz(C), so by the remark after 
Theorem 1.10 we have q(Ki(C)) = 0. Thus Im(y7) 3 K;(C). By Remark 1.12, 
R,(A)=K;(a=)OK3(m)/(~*K3a=+~. K2R). Sincecp(A*K2(lR))=dK~(C))=0, wesee 
by Theorem 1.10 that x. K2(lR) maps to zero in x3(A), and therefore that 
x - K2(L?) c L+K3(C). The stated decomposition of R,(A) follows. Cl 
Remark. If k= IR, the construction in Section 0 can produce only two rings: the 
circle scheme and lR[f, t-l]. This follows from the observation after Example 0.1, 
since L? has only one quadratic extension field. 
Remark. We do not know if A. : K3C+K3R is onto. One interesting fact, shown in 
the proof of Theorem 2.1, is that { - 1, - 1, - 1) = A,(x) for some x (this is nonzero 
by 191). 
Since we will need it, we insert the following result. 
Proposition 2.2. If Z c kc Q then K,(k) = Z/48. 
Proof. By [ll], K@‘)=U48. The fact that K3Z+K3(k) is onto follows from the 
localization sequence. The order 24 subgroup is Im(J), and Giffen [9] has shown 
that Im(J) injects into K3(lR), a fortiori into K3(k). 0 
The kernel of 9: l*+K2(A) can be strictly larger than the norms Nl*. This is 
illustrated by the following example, where NQ(i)* 5 QzO (the multiplicative group 
of positive rational numbers). 
Theorem 2.3. When k = Q, I = Q(i), we have (for the circle scheme) 
SK,(A) = Q*/NQ(i)* = countable, infinite 2-group, 
K2(A)=K2(Q)O(Q(i)*/%), 
K3V) =K,(Q)OXO Y 
where 
Y = K3QS/A .K3Q(i) = either 0 or iZ/2. 
Proof. We know SK, by Theorem 1.11. In order to compute K2 and K3 we need to 
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analyze K$Q and K$Q(i). Since K&i] = 0 [22, p. A8], the localization sequences for 
Z and H[i] give the commutative diagram with exact rows: 
0 -K$Q(i>-J_L (iZ[i]/p)* -0 
(2.4) 
We claim that UNis onto. There are two cases to consider. If p= 1 (4), pZ[il = pIp2 
and the norm map is N= (1,1) : lF:x IF;-+ F;. If p=3 (4), p does not split and the 
norm map is N: E>-+ ff;. In either case N is onto, whence the claim. (Note that 
lF,*= (E[i]/(l + i))*= 1 also.) 
The next claim is that 
K$Q(i)~K,Q~ {+l}+O (2.5) 
is exact, where ( , )a is the symbol of [12, p. 1041. That the composition is zero 
follows from the diagram 
K2QW A K2Q 
The square commutes by Lemma 1.3, and the composition in the bottom row is zero 
since K2C is divisible. (In fact, the bottom row is exact.) Also, (- 1, -l), = - 1 in 
(2.5), so we need only show that if XEK$Q and ( , >_(x)= 1, then x=).*(y) for 
some y E K2Q(i). We saw above that there exists z E K2H and y E K,Q(i) such that 
A&J) =x+ z. If we apply ( , )_ - which splits the inclusion K2Z+K2Q - we con- 
clude that z=O and x=A.(y), establishing exactness of (2.5). 
As noted in the proof of Theorem 1.11, the kernel of acp is Q*. By (2.5) and 
Theorem 1.10 &Q~O)=O, yet (p(-l)={-l,-l}q#O. Thus the kernel of p is Q?,,. 
Finally E= 0, so the computation of K2(,4) follows from Theorem 1.11. 
The conditions (H90s) follow by applying Hilbert’s Theorem 90 to the 
components of UN. By Remark 1.12, K&l) = Imp@ Y, where Y= 
K3(Q)/(A,KjQ(i)+ {K2(Q), -1)). We claim that {K2Q, -1) G1*K&(i). If 
x~A,K$Q(i), then {x, -l} l h*KsQ(i) by the projection formula. By (2.5), (-1, -l} 
represents K2Q/A+K2Q(i), while { - 1, - 1, - 1) E ArKjQ(i) by diagram chasing in 
Theorem 1.10 (using the fact that 0 = { - 1, - 1) in K+Q(i)). As K2(Q) is cyclic, Y is 
cyclic. As 2Y=O, Y must be either 0 or E/212. 
It remains to show that Im a, =X, i.e., that h*K2Q is exactly the kernel of ~1. That 
rpA*K2Q = 0 follows from {K2Q, - 1) c Im I, (proved in the preceding paragraph) 
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and Theorem 1.10. On the other hand, ker ~0 G ker @, and the latter equals A*K& 
by (H903). Cl 
Remark. If we replace I = Q(i) by some other quadratic extension, one would expect 
similar results. R,(A) is either f*/Q* or I*/Q):,, depending on whether or not the 
image of I, : K2(f)+K2(Q) contains { -1, -1). With Es(A) there could be some 
difficulty because nontrivial wild symbols in Kz(/) may cause (H90s) to fail. 
2.6. We now give an example in which ~0 does not map onto R&4). We take the 
circle scheme over k = Q(I), so that I = Q(i, t). By Theorem 1.11 we have to show that 
E=K~(k)/(lrK2f+ {k*, -1)) is nonzero. Consider the commutative diagram: 
0 - KzQ(i) - *-0 
0 - K2cQ) - K2QW - +L k(p) * -0, 
where p (resp. P) ranges over the nonzero primes of Q[t] (resp. Q(i)[t]). It follows 
from (2.5) that K2(Q) is in the subgroup A,K2f + {k*, -l}, so that E is a quotient of 
Uk(p)*. If fe Q(t)* then the p-coordinate of {-A - 1) is the tame symbol (-1)“m. 
Since each p is principal, it follows that the image of {k*, - 1 } in Uk(p)* is J_L{ + l}. 
If p is split and P lies above p, then Nf(P)*= k(p)*, so it is enough to consider 
nonsplit p. Hence 
E= non$ir D k(p)*4 *MP)*)> 
which is a countably infinite 2-group. (Even p = (t) gives an infinite contribution.) 
The generic circle scheme has k = Z[+], f = k[i]. Recall that Corollary 1.2 yields an 
exact sequence 
O-+K,,(k)/A,K,(f) A J?,,(A)+Ker(K,,_ ,(f) A Kn- l(k))-,O. 
We can use this for 05 n I 3 to calculate &(A). First of all, K,,(f) = K,,(k) = Z and A* 
is multiplication by 2. Thus &(A) = Z/2. Next, SK,(k) = SK,(f) = 0, so K,(k) = k* = 
{+2”} and Kt(f)=f*={i”(l+i)“}. We have A,(i)=l, A,(l+i)=2, so 
Kl(k)/A.K,(f)=Z/2 (generated by -1) and R,(A) =SK,(A)=B/2. The kernel of 
A, : K,(f)-+K,(k) is Z/4 (generated by i). The localization sequences yield K2(k) = 
K@) and Kl(f) =0, so Corollary 1.2 becomes 
To determine the extension, we observe that ap( 1 + i) = (1 + i)/(l - i) = i, and 
~(1 + i)4= ~(-4) = cp(- 1) = { - 1, - 1 }q, the generator of the left hand copy of Z/2. 
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For n = 3 the sequence becomes 
Ks(f) L-+ Z/48--+E73(A)+O, 
from which we see that I?,(A) = Y’ where Y’= 0 or H/2. In fact Y’ is the same as the 
Y of Theorem 2.3. This can be seen by diagram chasing in the following com- 
mutative diagram: 
onto I . 1 
K3W A K,(Q) -Y-O. 
The left vertical arrow is onto by the corollary to Theorem 5 on p. 113 of [13] (Kz of 
a finite field being zero). Altogether, we have: 
Proposition 2.7. LetA =iZ[+][~,y]/(x~+y’- 1). ThenK@)=Z@Z/2, .4*=Z’[+]*, 
SKt(.4)=2/2, K2(A)=K2(Z)@Z’/8 andK,(A)=K3H[+]@Y. (Yisthegroupof 2.3 
and is either 0 or Z/2.) 
Now we analyze the generic cases. We have ke=Z(b,c, (4c-@)-*I, /,,=&,[a] = 
H(a,b+2a,(b+2a)-‘I, and A0=k0[x,y]/(x~+bxy+cy2-d) as in Example 0.1(a). 
Here c = -a(a + 6) and d = 4c - b2 = -(b + 2a)2. The generic case for 2 = 0 occurs 
with k&2) = F2[c, b, b-l], /,/(2) = IF2[a, b, b-l], and A,,/(2). 
Proposition 2.8. l?&l,/(2)) = Z/2 on q, R,(A,/(2)) = SK,(A,/(2)) = Z/2 on b. q, 
and &?,Q10/(2)) = 0 for n r 2. 
Proof. Observe that Q&,/(2)) = K,,(lc/(Z)) = Z, K,&,/(2)) =K,(/,/(2)) = Z gener- 
ated by the unit b. For n L 2, K,&/(2)) = K,(/,,/(2)) = K,([F2)@K, _ ,(IF2), which is a 
cyclic group of odd order by Theorem 8 of [ 14); As L J* is multiplication by 2, I a is 
an injection on all K, and an isomorphism for n 2 2. For n = 0,l the cokerne1 of A, is 
Z/2. The computation of R’(Ad(2)) is immediate from Corollary 1.2. C 
The generic case when 2 is a unit occurs with kO[+] =H[+, b, d,d-‘1, I,[+] = 
B[),b,b+2a,(b+2a)-I], and Ae[+]. 
Proposition 2.9. For all n L 0 there are exact sequences 
O+H/2OK,,(Z[~l) ‘I b I?J&[+]) -?- Tor(K,,_ ,(Z[+]),Z/2)+0. 
For low n we have 
Ro(Ao[+]) = Z/2 on q, 
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K,(A&])=Z/2@2/2 on (-l).q and2*& 
Rz(A,[+]) = 214 on generator &b + 2a), 
R,(A,[i_]) =2/2@2/2 on (KJZ) * q and cp{ - 1, b + 2a}, 
~j(A,[i])=(2/20K,Z)Oi2/2 on (K,JZ)*~ andrp(-l,-l,b+2a). 
Remark. For nz 2 we have H/ZQK,,H = Z/2@K,(Z[+]), and for all n we have 
Tor(K,Z, B/2) = Tor(K,B[+]), Z/2). This follows from the localization sequence of 
(Z,H[+]) and the fact that for rn? 1 the group K&F,) is cyclic of odd order (by 
Theorem 8 of [14]). 
Proof. Observe that K,,(k,[+]) = K,(I,J+]) = K,(Z[+])@K,_ ,(Z[i_]). Let c be an 
element in the K,(Z[+]) summand of K&J+]). The corresponding element in 
~,Ud+l) is A*C, and A&*[)= 25. Using the decomposition in [6], the elements in 
K,+,(ko[+]) and K,, ,(/,I+]) corresponding to c are {[,d} and {,l*[,b+2a}. Note 
that as K,(k,,[+]) consists of units we have A,(b+ 2a) =N(b + 2a) = d. The 
projection formula yields A.{I.*&b+2a} = {C,A.(b+2a)} = {c,d}. We have shown 
that ,I* acts component-wise as multiplication by 2 and 1, so the short exact 
sequence of the Proposition follows immediately from Corollary 1.2. 
Now K&Z.[+])=Z, K,(H[+])={k2”}, K#Z[+])=Z!/2 on {-1,-l}, and 
Ks(Z[+]) =2/48 (by Proposition 2.2). This immediately yields I&, and I?, for A,,[+], 
and gives K,, (n = 2,3,4) as extensions of Z/2 = Tor(K,_ ,Z[+], Z/2) on generators 
- 1, { - 1, - 1 }, and { - 1, - 1, - 1) respectively. We lift these elements to !?,,(A,[+]) by 
using Proposition 1.5 to observe that &q(b + 2a) = (b + 2a)/(b + 2~) = - 1, and 
similarly arp{-l,b+2a}={-1,-l}, @{-l,-l,b+2a)={-1,-1,-l}. Now 
(b+2a)2= -d=(-l).A.(b+2a), so by Theorem 1.10 we have 2Cp(b+ta)=p(-d)= 
p(-l)={-l,-1)-q, which is nonzero. This shows that K2(A0[+])=E/4 on 
generator v(b + 2a). On the other hand, 2rp{ - 1, b + 2a) = up{ + 1, b + 2a) = 0, and 
2rp{ - 1, - 1, b + 2a) = 0 similarly. This shows that the extensions x3 and Kd of Z/2 by 
H/2@K,,(H[+]) split. The form given in the Proposition follows from the remark 
preceding the proof. 0 
Now we tackle Ao. By the discussion preceding Lemma 1.7 and by Corollary 1.2, 
K,,(Ae) =H/2 on q, and R,(Ao)=K,(ko)/~*K,(I,). By Lemma 1.7, K,(I,)= 
{ k(b+ 2a)m] and K,(k,) = { +dm}@SKI(ko) (the latter summand generated by [;I). 
As A,(-l)= 1 and i,(b+2a)=d[g], we have R,(A,,)=Z/2@2/2 on (-l).~ and 
de q. 
Since A0 is free (hence flat) over kO, there is a morphism ‘&,A< between the 
localization sequences for (k,,ko[+]) and (A,,A,,[+]). This yields the commutative 
diagram (with exact rows and columns): 
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0 0 0 0 0 
I I I I I 
Mko/2) * &Wo) -) K,(ko[+l) * K,- 1Wo4 + K, - ,Wo) 
Proposition 2.8 implies that f, is an isomorphism for n 2 2. Diagram chasing then 
shows that ~&40)+~,,(Ao[j]) is an isomorphism for nr3, and an inclusion for 
n =2. As the generator q$b+2a) of R,(A,[j]) is in the image of R&4,) (by 
naturality of ~0). we see that Rz(Ao)=I?2(Ao[j])=Z/4 as well. Using the remark 
after Proposition 2.9, we have: 
Proposition 2.10. For n I 2 there is an exact sequence 
O-E/2@K,(Z) A R&lo) -5 Tor(K,_ t(Z), B/2)+0. 
For low n we have 
Ro(Ao) = H/2 on q, 
R,(Ao)=SKI(Ao)=H/20Z/2 on (-l).q anddeq, 
Rz(A 0) = E/4 on generator q$b + 2a), 
I?s(Ae) = Z/202/2 on (KsH) .q and cp{ - 1, b + 2a}, 
~&4e)=(Z/2@K4Z)@Z/2 on (KJ).q and rp{-1, -l,b+Za}. 
For n 2 2 the inclusion A0 -+A,[ t] induces an isomorphism on R,. 
Preparatory to Section 3, we now compute the K-theory of the torus. For any 
covariant functor F from k-algebras to abelian groups, define a new functor AF by 
AF(B) = ker(F(B@&) : F(B@A)dF(B)). Since B@E is split by the inclusion of B in 
BOA, we have F(B@A)=F(B)@AF(B). In this notation, AK,(k) denotes f?,(A). 
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If we copy the formalism of 13, p. 6631, reading AF for NF, we obtain the natural 
decomposition F(B@A@A) = (1 + A)?F(B) = F(B)@ZAF(B)@A’F(B). Similarly, 
F(B@@z,A)=(l +A)“F(B)=@z,,(y)A’F(B) for any k-algebra B, and for B=k 
we have F(@z, A) = @zO( y)A’F(k). 
Write C(k) for the exact sequence in Theorem 1.1. As this sequence is natural in 
/r, we get a split exact sequence O-C(k)-C(A)-AC(k)+O, where AC(k) is the 
sequence 
. ..AK.(/) & AK,(k) AE+ A?K,,(k) a AK,_ ,(I) 0.. . 
Because of the splitting, the sequence AC(k) is exact; diagram chasing shows that 
AC is natural in k. Repeating the process yields natural exact sequences A’C(k): 
*.*A’K,(I) 3 A’K,(k) A%, A’+lK,(k) 2 AiK,_ ,(I) . . . , (2.11) 
which end in A’K,(I)-AiKO(k)+Ai+‘KO(k)+O. 
The analysis of the groups AiKo is particularly simple, since we have 
K,(/OOi”=1A)=K,(l[u,,u;‘,...,u,,u,’ j) =&(I). It follows that A’&(,) = 0 for 
i>O. From the ending of (2.1 l), we deduce that A’&(k) = AK,(k) for all i>O. In 
particular, Ko(A@A) = K0(k)@3AK0(k) as a K*(k)-module. 
Proposition 2.12. As a ring, &(A @A) = &(A) OKok K,(A). As a K,,(k)-module, if 
is generafed by 1, ~0 1, 1011, and (a@ l)(l@q). More generally, if @ runs over 
any fixed indexing set, then K,,(@JkA) = @K,kKo(A). 
Proof. Let B be any k-algebra. Then B@,A is an augmented B-algebra with 
augmentation B@E : B@A+B. The structure of K,(B&A) as a Ko(B)-algebra is 
given by Corollary 1.2 and the subsequent remark. That is, K,(B&A) =K,,(B)@ 
[K,(B)/(BOI),K,(BO1)] .p, where p*=O and 
P= [B&A] - [ker(B@e)] = [B&A] - [Baker(e)] 
in &,(B@A). (Recall that ker(e) is a projective A-module.) Thus p is the image of 
?I = [A] - [ker(c)] under the homomorphism K,(A)+&(B@A) induced by the 
inclusion A = k@A-+B&A. For this reason we will write p = 10~. 
Now suppose that B= @3, A. We have seen that as a K,(k)-module K,(B) = 
K,(k)@ @y= I ( y)A&(k). Since &(B@ I) = K&), we have 
~o(W(BOA).Kc,(BOI) = [&(k)/L&(I)]@@:= I (;)AK,,(k). 
But AK,(k) = K,,(k)/&&,(l), so A%(k) &,kA&(k) =AKo(k) and 
Ko(B)/(B@l),Ko(B@f) =Ko(B)@K,kAKo(k) as Ko(B)-modules. Thus K,(B@A) = 
Ko(B)@~,,kKo(A) as Ko(k)-algebras. The formula for K,(@A) now follows by 
induction and (for infinite 0) the fact that K. commutes with direct colimits. 
In particular, if B = A then Ko(A@A) =K,(A)@ [Ko(A)/(A @I.),K,(A @I)] - 
(10~). By (1.2), Ko(A)=Ko(k)@[Ko(k)/l.Ko(l)]~q. But A@A is regarded as an 
A-algebra via a-a@ 1, so this q is identified with ~0 1 cKo(A@A). Finally, 
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K,(A @I) = K,(f), so K,(AOA)=K,(k)OAK,(k).(rlO1)0AK,(k).(lOq)0 
AKe(k) * (~0 l)( 10~). The summands of K,(@y=, A) can be identified in a similar 
manner. Cl 
Note that we do not claim that &,@@A) = K,(B) @KUkK&l) for any k-algebra B. 
In fact, this is false for B = 1. 
In order to analyze the higher K-theory of A @A, we need a description of the ( y) 
summands A’K,(/) of K,(IO0:“=,A)=K,(l[u,,u;‘,..., u&4,‘]). Since 
@A = I[u, ~‘1, we have AK,(f) = K,_ ,(1), and by induction A’K,,(I) = K,_,(I). The 
summand corresponding to the subset {j,,...,j;} of { l,...,m} is obtained by 
multiplying K,_,(I) by the element {ui,, . . . ,ui,} of K,(/[u,,u;,, . . . ,u,,,,u;‘]). If we 
think of the sequence A’C(k) in (2.11) as a summand of C(@= , A), then A’K,(I) is 
the summand K,_,(I). {u,, . . . ,ui} of K,(I@@A). Thus the composite 
K,_i(l)=A’K,(I)+A’K,(k)*K,(@A) is the map sending ~EK,_,(I) to 
A.{i,u,,..., Ui}. In particular, the transfer AA, is just the map ~0 of Section 1, and 
we have the long exact sequence 
***K,-,(1) I AK,(k) (1011) AZK,(k) a K,_#).“. (2.13) 
ending in 
Ke(O-+AK, (k) = A2K,(k)-0. 
We can use the description of Theorem 1.1 to obtain the following result: 
Proposition 2.14. Assume I is a field, and let q,, q2 denote q@ 1, 10~ in 
K,(A@A). Then (A@A)*=k*, 
Proof. By Theorem 1.11 and the decomposition K,(A@A) = (1 +A)2K,(k), we 
only have to show that A2K,(k) = (k*/?NI*). qlq2 and that A2Kz(A@A) =Z@ 
Eqlq2. Notice that the two copies of AK,,(k) c K,,(A) are embedded via the maps 
(A@[)*, (r@A)*: K,,(A)+K,,(A@A), where I: k+A is the inclusion. Thus by 
naturality the elements C. v E AK,(k) are embedded as (A@I)*<= [. (A @r)*(q) = 
[ - ql and as [. q2, and similarly for AK2(k). The ending of (2.13) is 
Z a (k*/NI*). q, A A2K,(k)-*0, 
and 9(l) = (- 1). D, by Theorem 1.9, so the computation of A2K,(k) follows. From 
(2.13) we get an exact sequence 
K,(j) L AKz(k) a A2K2(k) 2 Z A (k*/Nf*)‘q,. 
But AK,(k) = Im(p)@Efl,, and Im(8) is either Z or 22 (depending of whether or not 
-1 E Norm(f*)), so A2K2(k) must be E~,~2@H. 0 
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Remark. If - 1 is not a norm, then the Z in A ?K*(k) is generated by A .{ u@ I,1 0~). 
This follows from Proposition 1.5, since we have @(u@l)=(u@ l)/(~@l)= 
u*@ 1. If -1 is a norm of an element in I*, A *{u@l, 10~) is not a generator. 
Corollary 2.15. Ler B= fi?[x,,~~,y,,y~]/(x~+y~- l,xi+u:- 1) be the coordinafe 
ring of the torus. Then: 
K$ = Z@ (Z/2)3, 
K,B= IR*@(Z/2)*, 
K2B= K2(lR)@(S’ xS’)@Z. 
K$l is generated by 1, ql. r7* and rllq2, SK,(B) is generated by 
(-l).q;= z , i=1,2. 
[I I 
The subgroup (S’xS’)@Z of K,(B) is obtained by transfer from B@C= 
a=it,, t; ‘9 t2, t; ‘I. 
3. Primitive elements 
In this section we give a partial answer to a question raised by Bloch [ 11. In order 
to clarify matters, we need a short digression. 
Let g denote the category of functors from commutative k-algebras to abelian 
groups. Bloch [l] has defined an internal horn-functor Hom( , ) : $ x ‘8 -t ‘8’. Now 
GE ‘& is called representable if G(R) = Homk.,,,(A, R) for some fixed commutative 
(and therefore cocommutative Hopf) algebra A over k. It turns out that 
Hom(F, G)(k) is the subgroup of primitive elements of the group F(A), i.e., those 
elements xeF(A) for which d*(x) =x@ 1 + 1 @x in F(A &A), where d is the 
coproduct and x0 1 means F(A@r)(x), 1 @x means F(~&l)(x). Bloch has asked 
for a description of Hom(K,, G), i.e., for the primitive elements in K,(A). 
Now the unit I : k-+,4 is split by the counit E, so if AF(k) = ker(&*), F(A) = F(k)@ 
AF(k). Moreover, E = (&@&)A = (&@&)(A 01) = (E@E)(I@A), so (&3&)*(x@ 1 + 
1 Ox- d*(x)) = E*(X) for any XE F(A). Thus the primitive elements lie in AF(k). 
We now consider the problem of determining the primitives in K,(A), where A is 
the ring under study in this paper. 
Proposition 3.1. V(X) is primitive for every XE K,(f). 
Proof. d*cp(x)=d*~~{~,u)=(~~O~~).d1{5u}, whered,:A@f*AOA@Iis the 
induced coproduct. By 0.4, d~(u)=d,(u)=u@u=(uO l)(l@u), while d:(x)=x in 
K,(A @A @I). We then compute: 
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d*rp(x)=(1~~~~).({X,~~l}+{X,lOU}) 
=(~~@~~)*({X,U}~1+1@{X,U}) 
= @${x, U))O 1 + 1 @(A:‘{& u), 
=&x)@l+l@~(x). G 
One immediate consequence is this: in the circle schemes over II? and Q, every 
element of x2(A) is primitive. 
We now show that Im(p) often accounts for all the primitive elements of K,,(A). 
Proposition 3.2. KO(A) contains no primitive elements (except 0), i.e. 
Horn&, G) = 0. 
Proof. We first consider the generic case q EKED of Example 0.1(a). We write 
q = ker(s) so q = 1 - [q]. By Propositions 2.10 and 2.12 we have &A&A,) = (E/2)3 
on generators vl=l -[q@Aq], 472=1-[A0@q], and 4~~+~~-4~i~=i - 
[q@Ao][A&q] = 1 - [qOq]. It follows that det(q&= [q@q][q@Aq]-‘[A&q]-‘= 
1. Hence Pic(A@AO) consists of the four elements 1, [q@AO], [A&q], and 
hod. 
Now d*q = 1 -d*[q], where d*[q] E Pic(A&A,). By the counitary axiom for 
coalgebras, we must have [q] = (1 @c)*d*[q] = (E@ l)*d*[q]. Inspection of the 
possibilities shows we must have d*[q] = [q@q]. Thus q is not primitive, as ~0 1 + 
l@~-d*~=~,~2#0. 
In the general case, the typical element of &(A)= ker(e*) is x. q for 
x E K&/n.Kql. By naturality we have 
(x.f#7)@1+ 10(x* ~)-L.l*(x.~)=x* (v@l)+x* (l@q)-x*d*(?/) 
=x. (tl,rlzh 
By Proposition 2.12, x. (~,~2) = 0 iff x= 0, and this shows that x. q is primitive only 
whenx=O. 0 
Corollary 3.3. The primitive elements in (K,k)q c KA are exactiy the elements 
Im(co) n (K,k)rl. 
Proof. For xeK,,(k), the same argument shows that x. q is primitive iff x. (~,~2) = 
0 in A2K,(k). The exact sequence (2.13) shows that this is so just in case 
X.~Eq$K,_iI). 0 
In particular, if I is a field then ~(1) = [$I is the only (#0) primitive element of 
K,(A), and v(/*) are the only primitives of K:(A). More generally, we have (by 
Remark 1.12): 
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Corollary 3.4. The set of primitive elements of K,(A) is exactly Im(v) whenever the 
condition (H90,)’ of Remark 1.12 is satisfied. 
We conclude with the following special case. If I= k x k, so that A = k[t, t-l], then 
g,,(A) = K,_ ,(k) = Im((p). The conditions (H90,) are satisfied for each n, and we 
recover the result of Bloch [I]: the subgroup of primitive elements of K,,(A) is 
t* K,_,(k). 
4. Basepoint independence 
In this section we explain the basepoint problem, and solve it (partially) for the 
circle scheme. We then indicate how this affects the K-theory of schemes obtained 
by glueing k-rational points together. 
The general basepoint problem for schemes X over S = Spec(k) may be stated as 
follows. A (k-) rational point of X is a section p : S-X of the structural morphism. 
Locally, X= Spec(A) for a k-algebra A and p is given by an epimorphism A-k, the 
composite k-+A+k being the identity. A rational point induces a direct sum 
decomposition K,(X) =K,(S)@ ker@*). 
Basepoint problem. Determine how the summand ker@*) varies as a subgroup of 
K,(X) with the k-rational point p. 
As an example, set X=Az=Spec(k[x,,..., x,]). If k is regular, then by [13] 
K,(X) = K,(k), so ker@*) = 0 for every p-rational point. 
Proposition 4.1. Fix nz 1, X=A$. The subgroup ker@*) of K,(X) is independent 
of p iff the two maps ‘t = 0’, ‘t= 1’ : Ki(K[t])+Ki(k) agree. 
Proof. Only if is clear. Conversely, given p, q and u E ker(p*), we have to show 
q*(u) = 0. Changing coordinates, we can assume that p, q : k[x,, . . . ,x,1 -, k are given 
by p(xJ = 0, q(xJ = ai. Map f: k[xl, . . . , x,] +k[t] by f(XJ = a;t. Then (t = O)*f *(u) = 
p*(u) =O, so we must have (t = l)*f *(u) =q*(u) zero as well. Cl 
Remark 4.2. The second condition in Proposition 4.1 is equivalent o Ki(k) = [KJk, 
where [Ki] denotes the homotopization. See [25]. For i= 1, [K,]k agrees with the 
Karoubi-Villamayor functor, KV,(k). We see from the Gersten-Anderson spectral 
sequence and a result of Vorst [23] that if k is K;_,-regular (ir2) then [K,]k= 
KV;(k). As the Karoubi-Villamayor groups are often easier to compute for non- 
regular rings, the basepoint problem is related to the problem of computing K,(k). 
Another example of a scheme satisfying basepoint independence is X= IP:, k 
regular. In this case K,(X) =K,(k)@Z[o,]/(oi) by a result of Quillen [13, P. 1431. If 
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p is a k-rational point (a section p: Spec(k)+X of the structural morphism), then 
p*(o,)=O [15, Section 31, so ker@*) =K.(k). [o,,] is independent of the choice ofp. 
A simple example in which ker@*) varies is supplied by X= Spec(k(t, t-t]). For 
simplicity, let us assume that k is regular, so that K,,(X)aK,(k)@K,,_ ,(k). 
According to [lo], a typical element can be written U+ (II, t}, where uEK,(k), 
u E K,,- ,(k). Every rational point p is given by sending t to a unit a of k. This sends 
u+{o,t} to u+{o,a}. Hence: 
Proposition 4.3. if p is the rational point t = a of X = Spec k[t, t - ‘1, multiplication 
by t/a gives the isomorphism K,_ ,(k)+ker@*) G K,,(X). For n = 1, Ko(k) =Z, the 
isomorphism h = ker@*) is the exponential map i+(t/a)‘. It follows that ker@*) G 
K,(X) is different for every rational point p. 
We turn to the basepoint problem for the circle X=Spec(A), A = k[x,y]/ 
(x2 + y2 - I), k a field of characteristic # 2. As n =j*(oJ, the analysis of Ip: shows 
that K,,(k). r] G ker@*), independent of p. Hence the sequence of Corollary 1.2 
becomes 
O--+K,(k)/l.K,,(f) A ker@*)* ker(E. .)+O. 
As ker(A,) = 0 for n = 0,l it follows that X satisfies basepoint independence for KO, 
K,. For K2, we now assume k= R. 
Proposition 4.4. If eis is a root of unity, the k-rationalpointps= (x- cos 8, y-sin 0) 
satisfies P&J = 0, and (p : S’ -) ker@z) G K2(A) is an isomorphism. Hence ker@,$ = 
ker@;*) if e@-c) is a root of unity. 
Proof. Let z=ei@~S1. By Lemma 1.3 we have p&(z>=p&l~{z,u)= 
~.(ps@L)*{z,u} =A+{z,eiB>, and this is zero since {z,e”) = {z”“,eine} = {z”“, l} = 
0. 0 
We now analyze the case of a general point ps. As in the proof of Proposition 4.4 
we have p&(z) = I * { z, eie). By [ 161 we have for z E S’ that 
= {z,eie){t,e-ie>=2{z,eie}. 
As A* is injective on L,K2@, and K2C is divisible, we conclude that p&(z) = 0 iff 
{z,e”} =O. In particular, if z and eie are algebraically independent over CQ. 
p&~(z) #O by a result of Springer [19]. Thus ker(pz) # ker(pf) if ei(e-@) is 
transcendental. 
We now show how the solution of the basepoint problem is useful in computing 
the (lower) K-groups of ‘glued’ schemes [17]. For simplicity, we assume that k is a 
field and A is a regular affine k-algebra. We set S= Spec(k), X= Spec(A). 
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Definition 4.5. Let p ,, . . . ,pI be k-rational points of X. The scheme ‘obtained from 













in the category of schemes (over S). Note that Y=Spec(B), where B= 
{SEA Ip,(a)=**.=p,(a)}. Moreover, flp;:A*flk is onto, since the ideals ker@J 
of A are comaximal. We thus have a Cartesian square 
B-A 
and an associated Mayer-Vietoris sequence [3, p. 4901. We immediately obtain 
SKo( Y) z SKO(X) and a sequence 
o-U(Y)-U(X) “‘j+ fl U(k)/d U(k)+Pic( Y)+Pic(X)-+O. 
It is clear that U(Y) = U(X) iff X satisfies basepoint independence for units U 
relative to the points p,, . . . ,pI. 
We can extend the Mayer-Vietoris sequence to the left if we replace the Quillen 
K-theory with the Karoubi-Villamayor K-theory (see Remark 4.2). This is because 
the regularity of k makes npi a Gl-fibration [5]. As K, = KV, for the regular 
schemes S and X [5], the sequence looks like this: 
. ..+K.+ I(X) 
“P:. l-IKn+,G) a 
&,+I(S) - 
KV,,( Y)-+K,,(X) IIpf * . . . . 
Thus KV,,(Y) maps onto K,(k)@(nker@;)). If all the ker@F) agree, this is all of 
K,,(X), so we obtain short exact sequences 
O+(K,+ ,@))‘-I --% KV,( Y)dK,(X)+O. 
Since we are only interested in Quillen’s K-theory, we restrict ourselves to n I 2, 
where the connection between K,(Y) and KV,( Y) is well known. We first recall the 
following result of Geller and Roberts [8, Theorem 21, true for any commutative 
ring k. 
Theorem 4.6. Let Y= Spec(B) be the scheme obtainedfrom X= Spec(A) by gfueing 
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disjoint k-rational points pi together. Then Qa,B = 0 and K, (B, 1) z K, (A, I), where 
I= ker@ : B+k). 
As an easy consequence, we deduce the following result: 
Corollary 4.7. The scheme Y is K, -regular if X is regular. Hence K,( Y) = KV,( Y) 
and NK2( Y)4Kt( Y)+KV,( Y)+O is exact. 
Proof. The second statement is a well-known consequence of the first [II]. Now 
Theorem 4.6 for k (and k[x,, . . . , x,]) give exact rows in the commutative diagram 
Kz(Xx,A;)+ ,j K*(A~)~K,(YxI,~~)-+K,(XX~~~)~ fi K,(A;) 
T_ I_ 1 T_ I=: 1_ 
KAX) - nKz(k) ---K,(Y) -K,(X)- flUk). 
The five-lemma gives the K, -regularity of Y. 0 
Proposition 4.8. Let A be an algebra of finite type over afield k. Let B be obtained 
(as in Definition 4.5) by glueing k-rational pointsp,, . . . ,pi of Spec(A). Then B is an 
algebra of finite type over k (hence noetherian). 
Proof. We have B={aEAlp,(a)=... =p,(a)}. Every aE A satisfies f(f) = 
n (t -p;(a)) - fl (a -p;(a)>, a polynomial with coefficients in B, so A is integral over 
B. By [20, p. 581, B has finite type over k. 0 
Example 4.9. Let X=Spec(lR[& t-l]), and let Y be obtained by glueing I= 1 and 
t = CT, a # 0 or 1. Then Y= Spec(B), where 
B=(f~~m[r,t-‘lIf(l)=f(cr)} 
= lT?[(t- I)(t-CI), qt- l)(t-a), t-Q- l)(t-cl)]. 
A sketch of the real points is given in Fig. 1. The computation of the K-groups falls 
into three distinct cases: 
a=-0 ace 
Fig. 1. Y(R) in Example 4.9. 
Case I: a = - 1. We have SK,(Y) = 0 (this is always the case for a 1 -dimensional 
ring). One easily verifies that U(Y) = R* x Z = {at2”l a E R*, n E B}. From the 
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Mayer-Vietoris sequence of [3, p. 490) we get Pic( Y)r R:, (multiplicative group of 
positive real numbers). Because of Theorem 4.6, the Mayer-Vietoris sequence of 
Quillen K-theory extends to the Kz terms (the proof is as in [12, p. 551. This yields 
SK,(Y)=K,(R)/{-l,-l}=K;(C). 
To compute KV2( Y), we have the exact sequence 
K 3 (X) fi K#R)-+KV2( Y)‘K?(X) a K2W. 
Now K2(X)=K2(R)O(R*,r}, and since 0= (II?*, l} = (IR:,, -11, the kernel (at the 
K2 level) of p:-pit, is K,(R)@ { IR:,, t}. Thus KV2( Y) maps onto K2(lR)@{ R:,, 1). 
By (4.7), K,(Y) maps onto KV2( Y). Thus we have a surjection K2( Y)-K,(IR)@ 
{I’R:,,~}. This surjection is split, since for r>O we have {r,t}= {fi,tZ} with ~‘EB. 
Similarly, K3(X) = K3(lR)@Kz(FZ) and the map p:-p?, (at the K3 level) is seen to 
be O@{ ,-1). Again, {T,s,- l}=O unless r,s<O when it is (-1,-1,-l}#O. 
Summarizing, we have: 
Proposition 4.10. When a = - 1, for Y us in Example 4.9, Pic( Y) = R:,, SKo( Y) = 
0, U(Y)=R*OZ, SK,(Y)=KT(C), and K~(Y)=Kz(R)@R~,@(?). There is an 
exact sequence 
NK2(Y)-+(?)+K3(IR)/(-I,-I,-l}-+O. 
Remark. By Corollary 4.8 of [26], it follows that (?) is K3(R)/{- 1,-l, -l}@lR+. 
Case 2: a<O, a# - 1. Again we have SKo( Y) = 0, but U(Y) = I?*. The Mayer- 
Vietoris sequence yields Pic( Y) Z lR*/{ am} z R/Z since GI c 0. Also, SKI(Y) z 
K2(R)/{W*,a}. Now {-l,a}={-1,-l} and, as in [12, p. 1071 and [19], it follows 
that SK,(Y) is a a?$-vector space of uncountable dimension. 
Case 3: a>O, orf 1. We have SK,(Y) = 0, U(Y) = lR*, Pic( Y) = R*/{&“}, and 
SK,(Y)=K#)/{ lR*,cr) as in Case 2. This time, though, we have Pic(Y)aH/2@ 
lR/H and SK,(Y) = H/2Z@ V, V a U&vector space of uncountable dimension. Note 
that in this case we can map B to the ring of continuous functions on the circle. The 
resulting maps &(Y)+K?I(S’)=B/2Z and SK,(Y)~nl(SO)=B/2B given in [12] 
are easily seen to be onto. The K-theory is noticing the fact that the circle has not 
been punctured. 
Example 4.11. Let X= Spec(A), A = lR[x,y]/(x2+y2- l), and let Y be obtained by 
identifying the point p. = (x - 1,~) to pe = (x - cos 6,~ - sin 8), 0# 0. A rotation (by 
812) and translation allow us to check that Y= Spec(B), B= lR[x,y]/(z2+ 
x2(x+ cos 6/2)2- x2). Since dim(B) = 1, SKo( Y) =O. We claim that Pic( Y)a 
lR:o@(B/2)2. To see this we have to show that the sequence (from [3, p. 4901) 
a 
O+lR*- Pic(Y)+Pic(X)-0 
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i I 
8 = lx//2 es?-t 
Fig. 2. Y(R) in Example 4.11. 
splits. The B-ideals I, =(t,x+ cos(8/2) + 1) both map to the nonzero element of 
Pit(X) = Z/2. To show that the sequence splits it suffices to show that one of {I,} is 
of order 2. But 
(I+)* = (z2, z(x+ cos(U2) + l), (x+ cos(8/2) + l)Z)B 
= (X + COS(O/~) + I )B . (X*(X + COS(~/~) - i ),2, x + c0s(e/2) + i )B 
since x + cos(8/2) + 1 and x*(x+ cos(0/2) - 1) are comaximal in B. This shows that I, 
has order 2 in Pit(B). A similar argument works for I_. In fact it can be shown that 
I_ a8(-l)@Z+. To compute SKi( Y) we utilize the analysis of K,(A) in Section 2. 
We have an exact sequence 
S’ * K,(R)-+SK,( Y)+Z’/2-0. 
The left-hand map is p& : .z+r3*{z,eie), and evidently cannot map onto the torsion 
element { - 1, - 1). In any event coker(p,*9) z:*(R). Now the splitting for Pic( Y) 
gives a splitting here in exactly the same fashion. Thus there is a canonical 
isomorphism 
SK t ( Y) 2 (Z/2)2 @ I’, 
where Vis K2f(C)/1*1.{S’,eiB}, an uncountable vector space over Q. If eie is a root 
of unity, we have V=K$(C) since p& = 0, but this is not so in general. 
Proposition 4.12. When 8= IT, K2(Y)=K2(R)@S1@(?), and there is an exact 
sequence NK2(Y)+(?)+K,(IR)-+0. 
Remark. By Corollary 4.8 of [26], it follows that (?) is K3(R)@lRc. 
Proof. We first show that p,j’=pz:K&Y)-K,(R). As in the proof of Proposition 
4.4, we have~iMy)=L{~,e~~} foryEK2(C). But {y, 1) = (y, -1) =0 in K,(C), so 
~$9 =pz9 = 0. By Theorem 2.1, Im 9 is all of Es(A). Thus pz =p,*, and the i&layer- 
Vietoris sequence for KV-theory yields an exact sequence 
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By Corollary 4.7, Kz( Y) maps onto KV,( Y), so we have a surjection K,(Y)+ 
&(X) =K#)@S’. We now lift cp: S’ -+K2(X) to Kz( Y) by the map ZM 
(B@A),{v’?, 6) (recall that t2c B and ZE S’ Cc). Note that z has two square roots, 
but our lifting is we1.l defined in Kz( Y) because 
(B&I),{-1~‘) =(B@A),(B@i.)*{-1~‘) = {-l,t’}‘=O. 
We do have a lifting of ~0, since in Kz(A) we have ,Ir;‘{fi, f?} = ,I!‘(z, t) = v(z). This 
yields a direct sum decomposition K2(Y) =Kz(I?)@S’@(?); putting this together 
with Corollary 4.7 yields the exact sequence of Example 4. Il. q 
We conclude by making a topological remark. The real points of Y look like 
S’VS’, so we get maps R,(Y)-KO(S’VS’)=(Z/~)~, SK,(Y)-+[S’vS’,SO]= 
nl(S0)2=(Z/2)2. By inspection we see that these maps are onto and split by 
rl+=[I,l-l~Kc(Y)and {q+,-~}ESK,(Y). 
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